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Insights into melatonin-induced
photosynthetic electron
transport under low-temperature
stress in cucumber
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Baoyu Hao1,2, Jingyi Chen1,2, Wenliang Wan1,2, Yanhui Zhao1,2,
Huimei Cui1,2, Wei Xu1,2, Jinxia Cui1,2* and Huiying Liu1,2*

1Department of Horticulture, Agricultural College, Shihezi University, Shihezi, China, 2The Key
Laboratory of Special Fruits and Vegetables Cultivation Physiology and Germplasm Resources
Utilization in Xinjiang Production and Construction Group, Shihezi University, Shihezi, China,
3College of Horticulture and Plant Protection, Henan University of Science and Technology,
Luoyang, China
In this study, the differences in chlorophyll fluorescence transient (OJIP) and

modulated 820 nm reflection (MR820) of cucumber leaves were probed to

demonstrate an insight into the precise influence of melatonin (MT) on

cucumber photosystems under low temperature stress. We pre-treated

cucumber seedlings with different levels of MT (0, 25, 50, 100, 200, and 400

mmol · L-1) before imposing low temperature stress (10 °C/6 °C). The results

indicated that moderate concentrations of MT had a positive effect on the

growth of low temperature-stressed cucumber seedlings. Under low

temperature stress conditions, 100 mmol · L-1 (MT 100) improved the

performance of the active photosystem II (PSII) reaction centers (PIabs), the

oxygen evolving complex activity (OEC centers) and electron transport

between PSII and PSI, mainly by decreasing the L-band, K-band, and G-band,

but showed differences with different duration of low temperature stress. In

addition, these indicators related to quantum yield and energy flux of PSII

regulated by MT indicated that MT (MT 100) effectively protected the electron

transport and energy distribution in the photosystem. According to the results

of WO-I ≥ 1 and MR820 signals, MT also affected PSI activity. MT 100 decreased

the minimal value of MR/MRO and the oxidation rate of plastocyanin (PC) and

PSI reaction center (P700) (Vox), while increased △MRslow/MRO and

deoxidation rates of PC+ and P700
+ (Vred). The loss of the slow phase of MT

200 and MT 400-treated plants in the MR820 kinetics was due to the complete

prevention of electron movement from PSII to re-reduce the PC+ and P700 +.

These results suggest that appropriate MT concentration (100 mmol · L-1) can

improve the photosynthetic performance of PS II and electron transport from

primary quinone electron acceptor (QA) to secondary quinone electron

acceptor (QB), promote the balance of energy distribution, strengthen the

connectivity of PSI and PSII, improve the electron flow of PSII viaQA to PC+ and

P700
+ from reaching PSI by regulating multiple sites of electron transport chain

in photosynthesis, and increase the pool size and reduction rates of PSI in low
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temperature-stressed cucumber plants, All these modifications by MT 100

treatment promoted the photosynthetic electron transfer smoothly, and

further restored the cucumber plant growth under low temperature stress.

Therefore, we conclude that spraying MT at an appropriate concentration is

beneficial for protecting the photosynthetic electron transport chain, while

spraying high concentrations of MT has a negative effect on regulating the low

temperature tolerance in cucumber.
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Introduction

Cucumber (Cucumis sativus L.), an important economic and

nutritional crop, is cultivated in diverse climatic regions around

the world, although it originated from tropical and subtropical

areas. Due to high sensitivity to environmental factors,

cucumber is often subjected to multiple environmental

stresses, especially low temperature (0 °C to 15 °C) when

grown in cool seasons (Chinnusamy et al., 2010; Theocharis

et al., 2012). The adverse effects of low temperature on cucumber

plant growth and development are mainly manifested through

severe damage to photosynthetic components and efficiency

(Ensminger et al., 2006; Ploschuk et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2020;

Zhang et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2021). The deleterious effects on

photosynthesis caused by low temperature are multifaceted, on

the one hand, low temperature directly decreases the chlorophyll

content and disrupts the chloroplast structure, resulting in the

reduction of light energy capture that can be absorbed and

utilized by plants (Liu et al., 2018); besides, low temperature

indirectly reduces the carbon dioxide (CO2) fixation capacity by

reducing the sensitivity of stomata to CO2 (Xiong et al., 2015;

Wu et al., 2020). Low temperature stress also exacerbates an

imbalance between the energy absorption by photosystems and

the metabolic sink of plants, and the imbalance activates the

redox sensor within the photosynthetic electron transport chain,

thereby regulating photophysical, photochemical and metabolic

processes by photosynthetic electron transport in the chloroplast

(Ensminger et al., 2006; Ruelland et al., 2009). Therefore, it is

necessary to explore strategies to protect the photosystem

damage and improve the photosynthesis of plants under low

temperature stress. In recent years, studies on the application of

exogenous plant growth regulators and/or signaling agents

including nitric oxide (NO), brassinolide (BR), hydrogen

sulfide (H2S), glutathione (GSH), calcium (Ca2+), and

melatonin (MT) have provided a theoretical basis on

protecting photosystems and improving the photosynthetic

capacity of plants under abiotic stress (Cui et al., 2011; Zhou
02
et al., 2018; Corpas, 2019; Wu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020;

Feng et al., 2021).

Since its discovery in plants, MT has attracted more and

more attention from plant scientists due to its involvement in

plant growth, development, photosynthesis, rooting, seed

germination, biotic, and abiotic stress responses (Arnao and

Hernández-Ruiz, 2014; Reiter et al., 2015; Debnath et al., 2019;

Khan et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021; Wang et al.,

2022). The efficacy of MT in reactive oxygen species (ROS)

scavenging and antioxidant defense responses are the two major

mechanisms to cope with major abiotic stresses (Sun et al., 2020;

Tiwari et al., 2020). Notably, MT is involved in regulating the

functions of photosynthetic apparatus and photochemical

reactions. For instance, MT treatment increases the maximal

quantum yield of PSII (Fv/Fm), the actual photochemical

efficiency of PSII (Y(II)), electron transport rate (ETR) and

photochemical quenching (qP) , while i t decreases

nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) to increase the high-

temperature tolerance of tomato plants (Jahan et al., 2021).

Furthermore, exogenous MT can protect maize from drought

stress by inhibiting excessive ROS accumulation, while

promoting glutathione (GSH) metabolism, calcium (Ca2+)

signals transduction, and jasmonic acid (JA) biosynthesis

(Zhao et al., 2021). Notably, exogenous MT has also been

reported to improve the photochemical processes of PSII, by

directly increasing antioxidant enzyme activities, leading to

altered metabolism in bermudagrass under cold stress (Fan

et al. , 2015). However, detailed and comprehensive

information on the MT-induced alleviation of low

temperature-inhibited photosynthetic energy allocation and

electron transport in cucumber is still unavailable.

The energy captured by chloroplast is mostly used for

photochemical reactions (Wang et al., 2020). After excitation,

the reaction center chlorophylls P680 in PSII and P700 in PSI are

photo-oxidized, allowing electron transport from H2O to

NADP+ along with electron transporters complexes

(cytochrome b6f complex (cyt b6f) and quinone acceptors of
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PSII (QA, QB, plastocyanin (PC)), which are finally oxidized to

produce the adenosine-triphosphate (ATP) and reduced

coenzyme II (NADPH) (Shikanai, 2011; Krieger-Liszkay and

Shimakawa, 2022). In addition, a part of the energy that cannot

be utilized for the photochemical reaction is dissipated by heat

(internal conversion) and fluorescence, in which the energy used

for fluorescence accounts for 3-5% of the total energy absorbed

by chlorophyll (Strasser et al., 1995). Fortunately, as a sensitive,

non-destructive, rather quickly, and reliable tool, chlorophyll a

fluorescence provides convenience for investigating the

ecophysiological indexes of plant stress (Strasser et al., 2004;

Wang et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021). The prompting

fluorescence transient (OJIP) and modulated 820 nm reflection

(MR820) signal are simultaneously measured by a new

instrument (M-PEA) which are informative in evaluating the

photochemical efficiency and the characteristics of the

components related to photosynthetic electron transport

(Strasser et al., 2010; Stirbet and Govindjee, 2011; Chen et al.,

2016; Guo et al., 2020). OJIP transient analyses have revealed

that abiotic stress including salt, cold, and high temperature

could change the thylakoid component processes, light

utilization efficiency, and excitation energy dissipation, and

also reduce the stability of the photosynthetic system and the

connectivity between PS1 and PSII in plants (Hu et al., 2018;

Snider et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2021). The procedure for

biophysical interpretation of fluorescence transient provides

convenience for our research.

In this study, we hypothesized that MT could affect

photosynthetic electron transport in low temperature-stressed

cucumber plants to confer low temperature tolerance.

Particularly, we aimed to get a better insight into the precise

influence of MT on cucumber photosystems. Accordingly,

cucumber seedlings pre-treated with different concentrations

of MT were subject to low temperature stress and used to

simultaneously measure the OJIP and MR820 signals. Based on

the “theory of energy fluxes in biomembranes”, we investigated

the effect of MT on the photochemical efficiency and the

characteristics of the components related to photosynthetic

electron transport using the JIP-test method. The results

obtained provide valuable insight into the mechanism of MT-

induced photosynthetic regulation which can be a reference for

further understanding the regulatory pathway of MT-induced

enhanced low temperature tolerance in cucumber plants.
Materials and methods

Plant materials and chemical treatment

The cucumber (C. sativus L.) cultivar ‘Jinyan No. 4’ was used

for the current experiment. The seedlings were transplanted in

pots (12-cm-diameter, with one seedling per pot) filled with the
Frontiers in Plant Science 03
specified substrate (peat: vermiculite, 2: 1, v/v) and raised in an

incubator at a temperature of 25/18 °C (day/night), the light

intensity of 300 mmol · m-2 · s-1 (PPFD), and relative humidity of

75%-80%, and photoperiod of 14 h/10 h (day/night). The

chemical treatments were conducted when the third true

leaves were expanded. Twenty-four seedlings were divided into

6 groups and pre-treated with distilled water (LT) or different

concentrations of melatonin (MT, purchased from Yuanye

Company, China) such as 25 mmol · L-1 (MT 25), 50 mmol ·

L-1 (MT 50), 100 mmol · L-1 (MT 100), 200 mmol · L-1 (MT 200),

and 400 mmol · L-1 (MT 400) and cultured at 25 °C, 0 mmol · m-2 ·

s-1 (PPFD) and humidity of 75% for 4 h, and then 300 mmol · m-2

· s-1 was restored. Twenty-four hours after the distilled water or

chemical treatments, low temperature treatment (temperature of

10/6 °C (14 h-day/10 h-night cycle), light intensity of 100 mmol ·

m-2 · s-1, and relative humidity of 70%-75%) was initiated. And

the prompting chlorophyll a fluorescence transient (OJIP) and

modulated 820-nm reflection (MR820) signal were measured in

the mature leaves (the second leaves from the bottom) of

cucumber plants under low temperature stress at 24 h and 48 h.
Phenotype of cucumber seedlings

We captured the pseudo color pictures of the maximal

quantum yield of PSII (Fv/Fm) and the actual phenotype

photos of cucumbers after low temperature stress for 72 h.

And the Imaging-PAM-2500 (IMAG-MAX; Walz, Germany)

was used to detect the value of Fv/Fm according to Zhang

et al. (2020).
Measurement of OJIP transient and
MR820 signal

The cucumber plants were initially dark adapted for two

hours by putting them in a dark incubator along with

attachments of special plastic clips to the leaves. And then the

OJIP and MR820 signal were simultaneously detected using M-

PEA (Hansatech, Norfolk, UK) according to Zhou et al. (2019).

The OJIP transients were induced by a saturating light pulse of

3000 mmol · m-2 · s-1 and recorded during a 5 s light pulse.

Fluorescence values at 0.02 ms and 0.7 ms were considered to be

the first reliable value of OJIP and MR820 signals, respectively.

Then the JIP-test was used to analyze the OJIP and MR820

signals according to the method of Strasser et al. (2004). A series

of data had been mentioned in the article including the

performance of active reaction centers (RCs) (PIabs), potential

activity of photosynthetic system (Fv/Fo), standardized variable

fluorescence at J point (VJ), the energy flux of per active RC

(REO/RC, TRO/RC, ABS/RC, ETO/RC, and DIO/RC), quantum

yield (jPo, jEo, jRo), flux ratio (yEo, dRo), normalized total
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complementary area (Sm), and closing rate of PSII RCs (Mo). To

further estimate the electron transport of the photosynthetic

system, the O-P, O-K, O-J, and O-I periods were calculated by

double normalization: Vt = (Ft – FO)/(FM – FO), WO-K = (Ft –

FO)/(FK – FO), WO-J = (Ft – FO)/(FJ – FO), and WO-I = (Ft – FO)/

(FI – FO). The fluorescence differences between MT treatments

and LT were determined in the L-band, K-band, and G-band

and calculated as: DWO-K =[WO-K(treatment) – WO-K(control)],

DWO-J =[WO-J(treatment) – WO-J(control)], and DWO-I =[WO-I

(treatment) – WO-I(control)], respectively (Strasser et al., 2004; Silva

Dalberto et al., 2017). MO was calculated as: MO = 4 (F270ms –

FO)/(FM – FO); OEC centers was calculated as: OEC centers = [1

–(VK/VJ)]treatment/[1 – (VK/VJ)]control (Guo et al., 2020).

Upon exclusion of the interference of other factors on the

light reflection at 820 nm, the MR820 signals were represented by

MR/MRo (Guo et al., 2020). MRO represents the first reliable

value of the MR/MRo (at 0.7 ms). Based on the MR/MRO curve,

we analyzed the redox state of PSI electron carriers of cucumber

seedlings: plastocyanin (PC) and PSI reaction center (P700) were

oxidized by the initial light (corresponding to the decreased

fraction of MR/MRO, which can be represented by △MRfast/

MRO) and followed reduction (corresponding to the increased

fraction of MR/MRO, which can be represented by △MRslow/

MRO) (Schansker et al., 2003; Strasser et al., 2010). The redox

rates of PC and P700 are denoted by Vox and Vred, respectively.

According to Guo et al. (2020), the following formulae were used

for various calculations: △MRfast/MRO = (MRO – MRmin)/

MRO, △MRslow/MRO=(MRmax – MRmin)/MRO, Vox = △MR/

△t = (MR2 ms –MR0.7 ms)/(1.3 ms), and the calculation formula

of Vred.
Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using variance analysis

(ANOVA). The values were presented by the means ± SE of

three replicates and the P < 0.05 was considered to be

significantly different.
Results

MT-induced changes in phenotypic and
fluorescence parameters in response to
low temperature

The phenotype of cucumber seedlings was significantly

changed by different concentrations of MT under low

temperature conditions (Figure 1). In comparison with the LT

treatment, MT 50 andMT 100 treatments, especially the MT 100

treatment noticeably ameliorated the wilting phenotype and
Frontiers in Plant Science 04
visible cold injuries, while MT 200 and MT 400 aggravated

cold-induced damage to cucumber seedlings (Figure 1).

The changes in Fv/Fm, PIabs, Fv/Fo, and VJ in cucumber

plants treated with different MT concentrations under low

temperature stress are shown in Figures 1A, C–F. The Fv/Fm

was significantly increased with MT 100 treatment by 28.4% and

47.7% under low temperature stress for 24 h and 48 h,

respectively, when compared with LT treatment (Figure 1C).

The value of PIabs increased by 81.6% and 179.2% in ‘MT 100’-

treated plants under low temperature stress for 24 h and 48 h,

respectively when compared with LT. However, MT 200 andMT

400 treatments significantly decreased the PIabs (Figure 1D). In

addition, Consistent with the Fv/Fm quantitative values

(Figure 1C), the pseudo color image of Fv/Fm in Figure 1A

showed the same trend. Fv/Fo represents the potential activity of

the photosynthetic system, and VJ reflects the closure degree of

the active RCs of photosystem II (PSII). Under low temperature

stress, MT significantly altered the value of Fv/Fo and VJ in the

cucumber leaves (Figures 1E, F). The ‘MT 100’-treated plants

had higher, while MT 200 andMT 400 plants had lower Fv/Fo in
frontiersin.org
FIGURE 1

The image of Fv/Fm (A), phenotype (B), and the value of Fv/Fm
(C), PIabs (D), Fv/Fo (E), and VJ (F) of cucumber seedlings as
affected by different melatonin (MT) levels under low
temperature stress. The values were represented by the means ±
SE of three replicates. The same letters denoted that there are
no significant differences at P < 0.05 according to Duncan’s test.
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both 24 h and 48 h of low temperature stress than the LT-treated

plants. In addition, MT 50 and MT 100 significantly decreased

while the MT 200 and MT 400 treatments significantly increased

the VJ when compared with LT treatment.
Effects of different levels of MT on the
OJIP transient of cucumber plants under
low temperature stress

Prompting fluorescence transient (OJIP) and
the relative variable fluorescence (Vt)

OJIP transients of cucumber seedlings treated with different

concentrations of MT under low temperature stress were

presented in Figure 2. As shown in Figures 2A, B, the
Frontiers in Plant Science 05
traditional J, I, and P points (2 ms, 30 ms, and approximately

300 ms, respectively) were delayed to J point for 3 ms, I point for

80 ms, and P point did not reach the real maximum value under

low temperature stress in our study. Clearly, treatments with

different MT concentrations exhibited different influences on the

OJIP transients. The OJIP transients of cucumber seedlings that

were treated with LT, MT 25, MT 50, and MT 100, showed a

typical shape, while MT 200 and MT 400 treatments

significantly changed OJIP shape under low temperature

stress. The highest point of the OJIP curve (Fp) decreased

progressively with the extension of stress time (Figures 2A, B).

Compared with LT, MT treatments (MT 25, MT 50, MT 100,

MT 200, and MT 400) significantly increased the FO under cold

stress for 24 h, while a significant decrease in FO was observed

after 48 h of stress. The MT 100-treated plants exhibited a higher
A B

DC

FIGURE 2

Effect of different melatonin (MT) concentrations on the induction of fluorescence transient (OJIP) of the cucumber seedlings under low
temperature stress. The OJIP transients after low temperature stress for 24 h (A) and 48 h (B); Normalized transients of OJIP in cucumber
seedlings after low temperature for 24 h (C) and 48 h (D). The Vt was calculated as Vt = [(Ft − FO)/(FM − FO)].
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Fp level in 24 h and a more normal characteristic curve in stress

for 48 h than LT treatment. In addition, MT 100 significantly

increased the Fp under stress for 24 h, while significantly

decreased the Fo under stress for 48 h when compared with

LT treatment. The K-step was increased by the five MT

treatments under 24 h of low temperature stress, while

decreased by these MT treatments under 48 h of low

temperature stress (Figures 2A, B).

The double normalized OJIP curves from FO to FM were

presented as Vt (Figures 2C, D), and to assess the characteristics

of OJIP more clearly. Compared with the LT, the normalized

OJIP curves of five MT concentrations-treated plants showed

apparent and variable changes. The K-step and J-step decreased

at MT 25, MT 50, and MT 100 treatments, while increased

drastically at MT 200 and MT 400 treatments when compared

with LT under low temperature conditions. In comparison with

LT, different concentrations of MT (MT 25, MT 50, and MT

100) treatments led to a lower I-step under stress for 24 h, while

a higher I-step under stress for 48 h. But the J-step and I-step

were always the highest in MT 200 and MT 400 treatments

under low temperature conditions (Figures 2C, D).

The L-band of MT-pretreated cucumber plants
under low temperature stress

The L-band was analyzed to evaluate the aggregation

between different components of PSII or the connectivity of

energy transfer between antenna pigment and PSII active RC

(Strasser et al., 2004) in cucumber leaves. The OJIP curves of

each treatment were normalized by O- and K-point to show L-

band, asWO-K kinetics (Figures 3A, B) and the difference kinetics

DWO-K (Figures 3C, D) in the linear time variation from 0 to 300

ms. It showed that there were no differences in L-band between

MT 25, MT 100 and LT treatments at 24 h (Figure 3C) of low

temperature stress, while MT 100 decreased L-band obviously at

48 h (Figure 3D) of low temperature stress. However, MT 200

and MT 400 always increased the low temperature-stressed L-

band of cucumber seedlings when compared with LT treatment

(Figures 3C, D). Under low temperature conditions, it is clear

that MT 100 obviously changed the values of WL, DWL and FL/FJ
when compared with LT (Figures 3E, F). Specifically, there was

no significant difference between LT- and MT-treated cucumber

seedlings in WL and DWL, while MT 100 significantly decreased

the FL/FJ at 48 h of low temperature stress. This suggests that

MT-caused the change in L-band because of the increase of the

J-step and the decrease in the L-step at stress for 24 h, while only

the increase of the J-step at stress for 48 h.

The K-band of MT-pretreated cucumber plants
under low temperature stress

The OJIP curves were normalized by O and J points to show

the K-band and were presented by WO-J (Figures 4A, B) and

DWO-J (Figures 4C, D). The DWO-J showed that the five MT
Frontiers in Plant Science 06
treatments induced the occurrence of the K-band. Compared

with LT, MT 25, MT 50, and MT 100 treatments significantly

decreased, while MT 200 and MT 400 treatments increased the

K-band under low temperature stress (Figures 4C, D). In

addition, compared with LT, only MT 100 treatment

decreased the value of WK and FK/FJ of cucumber plants

under low temperature stress. The OEC center was increased

by MT 100 treatment at a certain degree (Figures 4E, F), which is

highly consistent with the trend of DWO-J under low temperature

stress. These results corroborated that MT 100 treatment can

effectively protected the part of the active OEC centers.
The G-band of MT-pretreated cucumber
plants under low temperature stress

At the low temperature stress conditions, the normalizations

and corresponding subtractions (difference kinetics) of OJIP

curves from O to I point (80 ms) were presented in

Figures 5C–F, as well as WO-I ≥ 1 plotted in the linear 80-1000

ms to show the IP phase (Figures 5A, B). DWO-I represented the

effects of different MT concentrations on the G-band. The results

showed that the G-band of MT 25, MT 50, and MT 100

treatment was lower than LT, while MT 200 and MT 400 had

higher G-band than LT treatment in low temperature-stressed

cucumber plants (Figures 5E, F). The maximum amplitude of

the WO-I ≥ 1 curve is negatively correlated with the pool size of

the terminal electron receptor on the PSI receptor side;

specifically, the small amplitude corresponds to the strong

inhibition effect on the pool size (Guo et al., 2020). Compared

with LT, the amplitude of WO-I curves was significantly

increased to various degrees by MT 25, MT 50, and MT 100

treatments, while significantly decreased by MT 200 and MT 400

treatments after low temperature stress for 24 h (Figure 5A).

While only MT 100 treatment increased the amplitude, and the

other treatments decreased the amplitude of WO-I ≥ 1 when

compared with LT after low temperature stress for

48 h (Figure 5B).
Effect of different MT concentrations on
the JIP- test parameters of PSII

Specific fluxes per active RC
It is interesting to find out if MT influences the specific fluxes

per active RC. The energy absorbed and dissipated by active RC

(ABS/RC and DIo/RC), and excitation energy flux captured by

each active RC (TRo/RC) were significantly decreased by MT

100, while increased by MT 200 and MT 400 treatments relative

to LT treatment (Figures 6A, B, D). In comparison with LT, an

increase of energy flux transferred by each active RC (ETo/RC)

and electron transport from QA
- to the PSI electron acceptors by

each RC (REo/RC) was observed in MT 100 treated plants

(Figures 6C, E).
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The energy pipeline models were developed to visualize and

understand the symptoms of low temperature-stressed

cucumber through analyzing the light absorption, trapping,

electron transport, and dissipation of per excited cross section

(CSO = FO) (Figure 7). Results showed that MT 100 significantly

improved the number of active RCs and light trapping. In

addition, almost all energy fluxes were increased by MT 100

and decreased by MT 200 and MT 400. These results of the
Frontiers in Plant Science 07
energy pipeline models were highly consistent with the values

in Figure 6.
MO, Sm, and quantum yields or
efficiencies/probabilities

The relative value of the MO and other chlorophyll

fluorescence parameters are shown in Figure 8. Under low
A B

D

E F

C

FIGURE 3

Effect of different melatonin (MT) concentrations on the L-band of low temperature-stressed cucumber plants. The OJIP kinetics normalized by
O and K points, and calculated as: WO-K = (Ft – FO)/(FK – FO).The difference kinetics DWO-K was calculated as DWO-K = WO-K (treatment) – WO-K

(control). (A, C) and (B, D) represent low temperature stress for 24 h and 48 h, respectively. The WL, DWL and FL/FJ values of MT-pretreated
cucumber plants at the low temperature stress for 24 h (E) and 48 h (F). The values were represented by the means ± SE. The same letters
denoted that there are no significant differences at P < 0.05 according to Duncan’s test.
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temperature conditions, different levels of MT had different

effects on JIP parameter, and specific changes in different

treatments were observed. For instance, the values of jRo, jEo,
jPo, yEo, dRo, and Sm in MT 100-treated leaves were markedly

higher than in LT-treated plants, while the Mo was obviously

lower than in LT-treated plants. However, the MT 200 and MT

400 treatments showed the opposite effect to MT 100 when

compared with LT (Figures 8A, B).
Frontiers in Plant Science 08
The modulated 820 nm reflection
(MR820) signals and the parameters of
low temperature-stressed cucumber
plants pretreated with different levels
of MT

The MR820 signals normalized by MRO (MR0.7ms) (MR/

MRO) were used to further analyze the effect of MT on the PSI
A B

D

E F

C

FIGURE 4

Effect of different concentrations of melatonin (MT) on the K-band of cucumber plants under low temperature stress. The OJIP curves were
normalized by O and J points as WO-J = (Ft – FO)/(FJ – FO), and the difference kinetics DWO-J = WO-J (treatment) – WO-J (control). (A, C) and (B, D)
represent low temperature stress for 24 h and 48 h, respectively. Effect of different levels of MT on the values of WK, OEC centers and Fk/FJ at
24 h (E) and 48 h (F) of low temperature stress. The values were represented by the means ± SE. The same letters denoted that there is no
significant difference at P < 0.05 according to Duncan’s test. Data are presented as the means of three biological replicates.
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activity of low temperature-stressed cucumber seedlings

(Figures 9A, B). The rapid descent phase (oxidation of PC and

P700) was induced by the two red-light pulses of M-PEA,

indicating that the slow rise phase (re-reduction of PC+ and

P700
+) would be later inducted in electrons transport from PSII.

Under low temperature stress, different MT treatments led to the

deformation of MR820 signals in cucumber seedlings, which

showed changes in the lowest point of the rapid decline stage

and in the highest point of the slow rise stage (Figures 9A, B).

Compared with LT, different MT treatments significantly
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decreased the lowest point of the oxidation phase of cucumber

seedlings. In addition, the time reaching the lowest point of the

oxidation phase was also advanced by the MT 50 and MT 100

treatments, while delayed by the MT 200 andMT 400 treatments

when compared with LT treatment. The highest point of the re-

reduction phase was also changed by different MT treatments.

Compared with LT, MT 50 and MT 100 treatments significantly

increased, while MT 200 and MT 400 treatments significantly

decreased the highest point of the re-reduction phase after low

temperature stress for 24 h, and MT 100 significantly increased,
A B

D

E F

C

FIGURE 5

Different concentrations of melatonin (MT) induced the change in G-band shape in cucumber plants under low temperature stress. (A, B) The WO-I

curves from 80 ms to 1000 ms after 24 h and 48 h of low temperature-stressed cucumber seedlings. (C, D) The OJIP curves were normalized by O
and I points as WO-I = (Ft – FO)/(FI – FO). (E, F) The difference kinetics calculated as DWO-I = WO-I (treatment) – WO-I (control) in a logarithmic time scale.
Data are presented as the means of three biological replicates.
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while the other treatments significantly decreased the highest

point of re-reduction phase under low temperature stress for

48 h (Figures 9A, B). These results indicated that the appropriate

concentration of MT (MT 50 and MT 100) can enhance the

redox capacity of PSI.

Based on the MR820 transient, several parameters derived

from MR820 signals including △MRfast/MRO, △MRslow/MRO,

PC and P700 oxidation rate (Vox) as well as the re-reduction rate

of PC+ and P700
+ (Vred) were proposed in Figures 9C–F. The fast

and slow phases can be quantified, respectively as △MRfast/

MRO and △MRslow/MRO. Compared with LT, different

concentrations of MT treatments increased distinctly the
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values of △MRfast/MRO at different levels (Figure 9C). On the

other hand, MT 100 treatments led to a significant rise, while

MT 200 and MT 400 treatments led to a significant decrease of

△MRslow/MRO and there was no obvious difference between LT

and MT 25 or LT and MT 50 treatments (Figure 9D). Vox and

Vred were used to represent the oxidation of PC and P700 and

reduction of PC+ and P700
+, respectively. It is clear that MT 100

decreased Vox by 51.7% and 22.82% relative to LT after 24 h and

48 h of low temperature stress, respectively. There were no

obvious changes in Vox after MT 25 and MT 50 treatment when

compared with LT (Figure 9E). With MT 100 treatment, the

value of Vred was increased by 457.43% and 125.75% relative to
A B

D

E

C

FIGURE 6

Parameters derived from OJIP transients of cucumber plants treated with different concentrations of melatonin (MT) under low temperature
stress. (A) The energy absorbed by each active reaction center (RC). (B) The energy dissipated by each active RC. (C) The energy flux transferred
by each active RC. (D) Excitation energy flux captured by each active RC. (E) The electron transport from QA- to the PSI electron acceptors by
each RC. The values were represented by the means ± SE. The same letters denoted that there is no significant difference at P < 0.05 according
to Duncan's test.
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LT for 24 h and 48 h, respectively. There was no obvious

difference between LT, MT 25, and MT 50 treatment.

Meanwhile, the value of Vred in MT 200- and MT 400- treated

leaves declined close to zero (Figure 9F).
Discussion

Photosynthetic in plants starts from the light-harvesting

systems. The part of the energy used for photochemical

reaction drives the electron transport along with the thylakoid

membrane of chloroplasts, and eventually produces ATP and

NADPH as the energy of the Calvin-Benson cycle and

photorespiratory cycle (Heber et al., 1978; Heber and Walker,

1992). The prompt fluorescence (OJIP) and modulated 820-nm

reflection (MR820) can reflect all the changes in photochemical

reactions because of the close connection with the

photochemical reaction and heat dissipation (Zhu et al., 2005;

Murchie and Lawson, 2013). Using the OJIP and MR820 signals,

researchers have revealed the cultivar differences under chilling

or heat stress, and the adverse effects of abiotic stresses including

temperature, salinity, and drought, as well as the beneficial effect
Frontiers in Plant Science 11
of exogenous signal molecules on photosynthesis, growth and

development of plants (Kan et al., 2017; Zushi and Matsuzoe,

2017; Ahammed et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2018; Snider et al., 2018;

Zhou et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2021). As a common

environmental factor, low temperature stress seriously affects

crop productivity by influencing plant growth and development

(Ding et al., 2019). In this study, we applied MT in cucumber

plants to study the changes in the photosynthetic electron

transport chain and energy distribution by using OJIP and

MR820 signals and attempted to explain how MT improved the

adaptability of cucumber plants to low temperature stress.

As an antistress agent, MT has been reported against a

number of abiotic stressors including low temperature (Arnao

and Hernandez-Ruiz, 2015). Consistent with this, we found that

MT 100 had a positive effect on plant phenotype, while the high

concentration of MT (more than 200 mmol · L-1) aggravated the

damage of low temperature stress to cucumber seedlings

(Figures 1A, B). A previous study showed that MT regulated

low temperature tolerance of cucumbers by activating the

antioxidant enzymes and inducing the key genes related to

PSI, PSII and carbon assimilation (Zhang et al., 2021). The Mo

represents the rate of closing PSII RCs (Guo et al., 2020). In our

study, we also found that appropriate concentrations of MT

could improve the activity of PSII of cucumber plants (Fv/Fm,

Fv/Fo, PIabs) mainly by increasing the Mo under low

temperature stress (Figures 1, 8). The energy absorbed by

plants drives electrons forward along the electron transport

chain (Heber et al., 1978). The J-step (VJ) increase indicates

that the D1 protein is damaged and the electron transport from

the primary quinone acceptor (QA) to the secondary receptor

quinone (QB) is blocked, resulting in a large accumulation of QA
-

in RCs of PSII (Oukarroum et al., 2004; Guo et al., 2020). Our

results demonstrated that the VJ was significantly decreased by

MT 50 and MT 100, suggesting that appropriate concentrations

of MT (MT 50 and MT 100) could effectively protect D1 protein

and promote electron transport.

We further analyzed OJIP and MR820 transients using the

JIP-test method to investigate the mechanism of MT-induced

changes in the electron transport chain of cucumber plants

under low temperature stress. Generally, the OJIP transient

shows polyphasic steps including O (Fo, at 20 ms with M-PEA,

all RCs open), J (~2 ms), I (~30 ms) and P (Fm, maximal

fluorescence yield) (Strasser et al., 1995; Strasser et al., 2004).

However, other steps such as K- and L-step between O and J, G-

and H-steps between I and P also appear in certain conditions

(Strasser et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2016; Xia et al., 2019). Similarly,

a study reported by Stirbet and Govindjee (2012) showed that

the J- and I-step did not always appear at 2 ms and 30 ms, which

might move to another position with different stress conditions.

Compared with the traditional positions of J, I and P points, the

positions of these three points lagged slightly (J point for 3 ms, I

point for 80 ms, and P point did not reach the maximum value in
FIGURE 7

The energy flux models (leaf models) of low temperature-
stressed cucumber plants pre-treated with different
concentrations of melatonin (MT).
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our study) in our study (Figure 2). Furthermore, the structure

and order of light-harvesting-complexes can be reflected by FO
to a certain extent (Guo et al., 2020). Our study found that OJIP

transient is sensitive to MT under low temperature stress. The

OJIP transient was steep in MT 25- and MT 100-treated leaves

than that in the LT, because of the increases from J-step to P-step

at 24 h of low temperature stress (Figure 2A). The FO was

increased by MT at 24 h of low temperature stress, while

decreased by MT at 48 h of low temperature stress

(Figures 2A, B). The characteristics of the OJIP curve were

most obvious in the MT 100 treatment, because the MT 100

treatment significantly reduced the O-step at 48 h of low

temperature (Figure 2B). These findings indicated that MT

mainly regulates the RCs of PSII under 24 h of low

temperature stress, and with the extension of stress (48 h), MT

can enhance the cucumber tolerance to low temperature by

regulating energy capture efficiency of PSII, of which 100 mmol ·

L-1 MT (MT 100) had the best remission effect. The OJIP curve

of MT 200- and MT 400-treated plants showed an increase after

J-step, resulting in the disappearance of the IP phase (Figure 2).

These results are highly consistent with Figure 1F. Combined

with the previous research that reported the state of light

absorption, chloroplast damage, and the activity response

centers of PSII that can be partly reflected by the FO, FM and

VJ (Strasser et al., 2010), we concluded that MT 100 could
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regulate the energy absorption by regulating the internal

structure of light-harvesting-complexes and protect PSII donor

end deterioration caused by low temperature, thereby promoting

the capacity of the PSII donor end to provide electrons due to an

increase in the opened RCs of PSII.

From the L-band and K-band, we can understand the group

of the PSII subunits or energetic connectivity between the

antenna and RCs of PSII and the situation of OEC centers at

the PSII donor side (Strasser et al., 2004; Kalaji et al., 2018).

Studies showed that the K-band usually occurred in plants that

suffer from chilling, heat or drought stress (Strasser et al., 2004;

Chen et al., 2016; Silva Dalberto et al., 2017; Dimitrova et al.,

2020; Zeng et al., 2022). This phenomenon might be indirectly

caused by the block of PSII electron flow beyond QA, resulting in

a large accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in PSII

(Rutherford and Krieger-Liszkay, 2001; Guo et al., 2020). In

addition, the G-band represented the size of the PSI terminal

electron acceptor pool. Furthermore, the maximal amplitude of

the WO-I ≥ 1 curve is negatively correlated with the pool size of

the terminal electron receptor on the PSI receptor side (Guo

et al., 2020). Here, MT 100 induced a decrease in L-band, K-

band, as well as G-band and an increase in OEC centers, Sm, and

the maximal amplitude of the WO-I ≥ 1 curve (the IP phase),

(Figures 3, 4, 5A, B, and 8). These results corroborated that MT

100 increased the low temperature tolerance of cucumber by
A B

FIGURE 8

Radar plot of the JIP parameters of cucumber leaves under low temperature stress for 24 h (A) and 48 h (B). The values were represented by
the means ± SE. The same letters denoted that there is no significant difference at P < 0.05 according to Duncan’s test.
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FIGURE 9

Effect of melatonin (MT) on the MR820 signal after low temperature stress for 24 h (A) and 48 h (B). The time point 7×10-4 s represents the first
reliable value of the MR/MRo (MRO) of each treatment; the time point 0.02 s represents the MRmin of MT 50 and MT 100 treatments, the time
point 0.03s represents the MRmin of LT and MT 25 treatments, the time point 0.06s represents the end of Vred in MT 50 and MT 100 treatments,
the time point 0.08 s represents the end of Vred in LT and MT 25 treatments, the time point 0.3 s represents the MRmin of MT 200 and MT 400
treatments, and the time point 0.6 s represents the end of Vred in MT 200 and MT 400 treatments. The fast phase (C) was calculated as
△MRfast/MRO = |(MRO – MRmin)|/MRO. The slow phase (D) was calculated as △MRslow/MRO =(MRO – MRmax)|/MRO. The oxidation rate of
plastocyanin (PC) and PSI reaction center (P700) (E) was achieved: Vox = △MR/△t = (MR2ms – MR0.7 ms)/(1.3 ms). The reduction rate of PC+ and
P700

+ (F) was calculated as Vred = △MR/△t. The Vred of LT and MT 25 treatments were calculated by Vred = (MR80ms – MR30ms)/(50 ms); The
Vred of MT 50 and MT 100 treatments were calculated by Vred = (MR60ms – MR20ms)/(40 ms); and The Vred of MT 200 and MT 400 treatments
were calculated by Vred = (MR600ms – MR300ms)/(300 ms). In this experiment, the MR of each treatment did not reach the maximum value, so
the last value of MR was taken as MRmax. The values were represented by the means ± SE. The same letters denoted that there is no significant
difference at P < 0.05 according to Duncan’s test.
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enhancing the connectivity between PSII antenna pigment and

PSII reaction center, protecting the fraction of the OEC activity,

increasing the electron transfer rate, and repairing the electron

acceptor pool at the receptor side of PSI terminal, thereby

promoting PSII electron flow beyond QA.

JIP-test has been demonstrated to reveal the stepwise flow of

energy through PSII (Strasser et al., 2004; Guo and Tan, 2015;

Tsimilli-Michael, 2020). According to the energy absorption,

capture and transfer, it is clear that MT changed the multiple

sites of the electron transport chain of low temperature-stressed

cucumber plants. Previous research has shown that iron

deficiency and saline-alkali stress induced the increase of ABS/

RC, which indicates that part of PSII RCs is inactivated (Kalaji

et al., 2014). Our study showed the ABS/RC, TRo/RC, and DIo/

RC were significantly lower in MT 100-treated plants than in LT

treatment. However, the light energy was used mainly for

transfer (ETO/RC, REO/RC) and beyond, and less for capture

(TRO/RC) and dissipation (DIO/RC), which explains the high

efficiency parameters related to quantum yields (jPo, jEo, jRo)
(Figure 8). This is consistent with the conclusion presented by

Shomali et al. (2021), who suggested that MT protected the

photosynthetic apparatus and further improved the

photosynthetic performance (Shomali et al., 2021). In other

words, MT 100 can enhance the low temperature tolerance of

cucumber seedlings by activating part of PSII reaction centers,

reducing energy absorption and capture, enhancing energy
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transfer in the PSII and improving light energy utilization.

Coincidentally, the leaf energy flux models (Figure 7) also

confirm these results. Electron transport (ET) is more sensitive

to low temperature than excitation energy capture (TR). MT 100

induced the higher values of ETo/TR and yEo (Figures 6, 8)

possibly because energy was activated at ET by MT under low

temperature conditions, which might be the main reason for the

increase of jRo. Furthermore, dRo was different between LT and

MT treatments (Figure 8), which meant that RE was affected by

MT under low temperature stress. MT 100 significantly reduced

ABS/RC and DIo/RC, while increased ETo/RC and REo/RC

(Figures 6, 7). This may be because the photosystem electron

transfer chain of cucumber leaves is partly recovered by MT 100

under low temperature conditions. These suggested that MT

protected the photosynthetic machinery, increased the

utilization of captured energy for the photochemical reaction,

greatly reduced the excitation pressure on the RC and allowed

smoother energy flow.

Our results also revealed that MT had a vital impact on PSI.

The MR820 signal can reflect the electron transport and the redox

state of PC and P700 in PSI (Gao et al., 2014; Hamdani et al.,

2015; Guo et al., 2020). Accumulation of PC+ and P700
+ results in

a fast decrease in MR/MRO (fast phase), which can be expressed

as △MRfast/MRO. The minimal MR/MRO is a relatively stable

state, where the oxidation rate is equal to the reduction rates of

PC and P700. Subsequently, electrons coming from P680 arrive at
FIGURE 10

A hypothetical model showing melatonin (MT)-induced regulation of photosynthesis and photosystem performance under low temperature
stress in cucumber. MT could improve light reactions and electron transport from PSII via QA to PC+ and P700+ in the photosystem by
strengthening the connectivity between PSI and PSII. MT also improved the OCE activity, resulting in an increase in the photochemical
decomposition of water and more H+ drives ATP synthesis via ATP synthase. In addition, MT increased the PSI activity, deoxidation rates of PC+

and P700+ and decreased the oxidation rate of PC and P700 and further increased the electron transport. QA, primary quinone electron
acceptor; PSII, photosystem II; PSI, photosystem I; OCE, oxygen evolving complex; PC, plastocyanin; P700, PSI reaction center.
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P700
+ and PC+, where they are oxidized, that is, P700

+ and PC+

are re-reduced, causing an increased stage in MR/MRO (slow

phase), which can be represented by △MRslow/MRO (Strasser

et al., 2010). The minimal of MR/MRO was decreased by MT

(Figures 9A, B), whereas the △MRfast/MRO was gradually

increased by MT at low temperature conditions (Figure 9C).

In addition, the time reaching to the lowest point of the

oxidation phase was obviously advanced by the MT 50 and

MT 100 treatments, while delayed by the MT 200 and MT 400

treatments when compared with LT treatment. These indicated

the faster oxidation rates of P700 and PC, and the photochemical

activity of PSI was enhanced by MT under low temperature

stress. Obviously, the MT had an essential effect on the slow

phase of the MR820 signals (Figure 9D). The slow rising phase of

MT 100-treated samples significantly increased, while almost

disappeared in MT 200- and MT 400-treated plants in the MR820

signal (Figures 9A, B). Our results were highly consistent with

Zhang et al. (2021). These results suggested that the MT 100

could improve entirely PSII electron flow via QA to PC+ and

P700
+. The Vox and Vred were used to further quantify the redox

rate of PC and P700. The traditional Vox and Vred were

calculated in two particular time ranges, 0.7–3 ms (fast phase)

and 7–300 ms (slow phase), respectively (Gao et al., 2014).

However, the MR/MRO signal vs. linear time scale of these two

particular time ranges is not a straight line. So, the new time

ranges from 0.7 to 2 ms (Vox) were proposed for the calculation

of Vox in our study (Figure 9E). In addition, for the Vred, the

appearance of the lowest point of MR/MRO kinetics is different

for each treatment under low temperature stress. So analysis at

the new particular time was carried out and the calculation

formulas were presented in Figure 9. In this study, the Vox was

limited by MT 100, while Vred was improved by MT 100 under

low temperature stress. This may be because MT 100 connects or

increases the core complexes and electron transporters of PSI,

thereby allowing more electrons to flow to PSI to reduce P700
+

and PC+ under low temperature stress (Zhou et al., 2019). The

reduced oxidation rate of PC and P700 and the increased

reduction rate of PC+ and P700
+ by MT 100 make the electron

transfer in the photosynthetic mechanism smoother, and then

improve the photosynthesis of cucumber seedlings at low

temperature conditions. The reduction activity of PSI can

result from the capacity of pumping electrons to the

intersystem electron transport chain by PSII (Kan et al., 2017),

the connection state between PSII and PSI, and the improvement

of the PSI acceptor side (Dab̨rowski et al., 2021). Based on these

studies and our analysis of the OJIP, MR820 signal, and related

JIP-test parameters, we conclude that MT could regulate the

multiple sites of the photosynthetic electron transport chain and

increase the PSII activity and electron transfer capacity under

low temperature stress.
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Conclusions

Low temperature stress damaged the effectiveness of

photosynthesis, which was manifested by severely inhibited

photosystem performance and impaired plant phenotype.

Foliar application of MT before low temperature stress can

induce the efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm and Fv/Fo), the

performance of the photosystem II donor/acceptor side (PIabs,

WK and VJ), the activity of PSI (WOI ≥ 1), redox rate of PSI (Vox

and Vred), the balance of the energy distribution (ABS/RC, TRO/

RC, DIO/RC, ETO/RC and REO/RC), and the quantum yields

(jPo, jEo, jRo, yEo and dRo) of cucumber leaves, thus repairing

the photosynthetic electron transport chain under low

temperature stress. We conclude that an appropriate

concentration of MT (100 mmol · L-1) is beneficial for the

improvement of the connectivity between PSI and PSII and

the performance of electron transfer and energy distribution in

cucumber leaves, which result from the MT-induced regulation

of multiple sites of the photosynthetic electron transport chain,

and potential synthesis of more energy (ATP and NADPH)

under low temperature stress (Figure 10). However, high

concentrations of MT (≥ 200 mmol · L-1) showed completely

negat ive e ffec t s on low temperature to lerance in

cucumber plants.
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